Objectives of Today's Meeting
" Provide backgroundon Office of Environmental
Managements (DOE-EM) National Spent Nuclear
Fuel Program(NSNFP)
" Discuss the role of the StandardizedCanisterduring
transportationof DOE-EM managedspent nuclear
fuel (SNF)
" Provide an overview of the StandardizedCanister
design and testing
" Discuss moderatorexclusion under 10 CFR 71.55
and ISG-19
" Discuss plans for topical reportpreparationand
submittal
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Enclosure 2
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NSNFP Role
" The Idaho National Laboratorywas
designated as the DOE SNF lead laboratory
to ....
"Directthe research, development and testing of
treatment, shipment, and disposaltechnologies for
all DOE SNF, and all such DOE activities shal be
coordinatedand integratedunder the direction of
the Manager,DOE-ID." (Idaho Settlement Agreement)

* Establishedthe NSNFP in October 1995 to

conduct these activities
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StandardizedCanisterNot a Cask
" StandardizedCanisteris not a self-contained
transportationpackage
" StandardizedCanisteris not a
Transportation,Aging, and Disposal(TAD)
canister
* StandardizedCanisteris a subpart of the
transportationcask
* StandardizedCanisterprovides robust
containment
2
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StandardizedCanisterApproach
* Developed to be used for
DOE-EM SNF packaging
* Robust performance
* Maintainscontainment under
accidentconditions
* Full scale testing and
validation of analyticalmodels
* Compatible with storage,
transportationand disposal
plans without being reo-ened
Drop Testing at Sandia National Laboratoddes
I

DOE StandardizedCanisterDeployment
Standardized Canisterincluded in contract
for Idaho Spent Fuel Facility. NRC license
grantedin November 30, 2004 to Foster
Wheeler for dry storage facility incorporating
the StandardizedCanister.
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StandardizedCanisterApproach
" Preliminarymeetings have been held with a cask
vendor
" The StandardizedCanisterwill fit in existing
commercial railcask designs
* Certificates of Compliance (C of C) will need to be
amended for the intended DOE fuel types and
canisterloads
* StandardizedCanistertopicalreport provides basis
for transportationpackage C of C development
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PotentialCask Configuration
Cask assembly configured to transport
nine standard SNF canisters
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Standardized CanisterDesign
" Robust
- Thirty foot any orientationdrop
- Fortyinch drop onto six inch pin

" Designed per American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code Section III
* Materialcompatible with SNF contents and waste
package
- Corrosionresistance materials
- >40year design life

" Seal welded
- Leak test to less than I x 10-4 std-crP/s
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StandardizedCanisterDetails
* Fourunique geometries
- 18-inch and 24-inch nominal diameters
- 10-foot and 15-foot nominal lengths

* Multiple basket designs can be
accommodated
• Internal impact plates shaped to match the
inside head profile
- 2 inches thick
- In both top and bottom heads
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StandardizedCanisterCross Section

"M
1P

StandardizedCanisterTest Program
" Modeled Standardized Canistersusing finite
element structuralanalysis computer
program ABA QUS/Explicit
* Applied plastic materialbehavior with 20%
increase in the stress-straincurve to account
for dynamic strengtheningof the material
(permittedperAmerican Society of
MechanicalEngineers Code)
* Drop testing included helium leak testing
" Compareddeformation to model predictions
12
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Why Conduct Drop Test?
- Clearly demonstrate StandardizedCanister's
robust design
- ASME Code, Section III, code allowable stress
limits are exceeded for 30 foot accidentaldrop
(elastic-plasticdeformations)
- Demonstrate that the Standardized Canisterwill
not rupture or leak after an accidentaldrop
- Validate the analyticalmodel used for analysis
through deformation comparisons
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Demonstrationof Robustness of
StandardizedCanisters
* Preliminarydrop tests performed in 1998 proved
design concept
* Full-scale testino of nine 18-inch Standardized
Canistersin 199T9 at Sandia drop test facility
- Completed eight drop tests

" Drop heights per 10 CFR 71.73(c)
" 30-foot drop onto an essentially unyielding horizontal
surface
* 40-in drop onto a 6-in diameterbar
- One test to simulate a drop onto a waste package (or
transportationcask) during the loading sequence
- Helium leak testing demonstratedleak-tight containment
afterdrops (four of most heavily damaged)
- Computerpre-testand post-testpredictionsmatched actual
results
14
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Demonstration of Robustness of
StandardizedCanisters(Cont'd)
* All StandardizedCanisterspasseda pressure test,
holding 50 psig air steady for one hour
• Observed no changes in initial weld seam flaws when
comparingpre- and post-drop radiographs
* Full-scale testing of two 24-inch Standardized
Canistersin 2004 at Sandia drop test facility
- Completed two drop tests of 24-inch standardizedcanister
" Drop heights per 10 CFR 71.73(c)
" 30-foot drop onto an essentiallyunyielding horizontal
surface
- Helium leak testing demonstratedcontainment after drops
- Computerpretestpredictionsmatched actual results
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Actual drop test match with

ABAQUS Explicit model

18 inch canister results

Actual drop test match with ABAQUS

Explicit model - 18-in.

1c-154n-o45

degrees

•Impact angle of 45 degreesHA
te
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Actual drop test match with
ABAQUS Explicit model - 18-in.

18-15-80-05

* Impact angle of 80 degrees
4,
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PressureTesting - Post Drop
Test canisterspost drop pressure test
- Held greaterthan 50 psig air steady for 1 hour

LW.
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Helium Leak Testing - Post Drop
* Test canisterspost drop leak testing
-

Helium leak tested less than lx 10,7 std cclsec (leaktight)

*2
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StandardizedCanisterMaterial Test
Program
" Loads associatedwith accidentaldrop events
are typically design governing for canisters
* The better the elastic-plasticmaterial
definition is, the betterthe analytical
predictions
• Material test program validates the material
propertiesunder dynamic loading
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Approach
* The approachis to use the
INL developed Impact
Testing Machine or ITM
* It is a drop weight device
with weights as large as
1600 pounds and drop
heights up to 13 feet
* A true impact is achieved
instead of a hydraulicbased system that
imposes strainrates only

24
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MaterialDynamic Testing Goals
* Quantify the increase (over that obtained
from quasi-statictensile testing) of the
canistermaterial(316L stainless steel) true
stress-straincurves with respect to varying
strain rates
" Validate the analytical 20% increase in the
stress-straincurve to account for dynamic
strengtheningof the material
* Examine if cracking or tearing is initiated

,'S

Dynamic Testing Effort:
"
"
"
*

Addresses adequate range of strain rates
Incorporatestemperature effects
Gain weld and base metal response insights
Investigates bending and shear responses
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StandardizedCanisterFabrication
Considerations
* Base metal flaws are consideredbounded by weld
flaws
* For final closure welds as confinement boundaries on
stainless steel canisters,ISG-18 states that
reasonableassuranceof no leakage is achieved by
using welding and examination techniques described
by ISG-15
" StandardizedCanisterweld design, specifications,
and tests are consistent with ISG-15
" According to ISG-15, the minimum detectable flaw
size must be demonstrated to be less than the critical
flaw size
27

CriticalFlaw Size Testing
* Flaws 150% of the detection limit (i.e.,
1.5 mm flaw) did not result in through-wallcracking
* Flaws up to a single weld pass (about
2.5 mm) did not result in through-wall cracking
" All but the closure welds are to be made and
inspected at the fabricationfacility to ASME Code
requirements and independently reviewed by an
authorizedinspector
" Closure welds for the standardizedcanisterare not
located nearthe highest strain
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Conclusionsfor As-Designed
Condition
* StandardizedCanistersare designed,
fabricated,and N-stamped to ASME Code
requirements
* Analyses show a significant margin of safety
* Drop tests validate the analyticalmodel and
demonstrate containment integrity
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Reliance upon Standardized
CanisterIntegrity for Moderator
Exclusion will .......
Provide cask vendors a means to effectively address
the wide variety of DOE-EM SNFs that may be
transported
Avoid the risk of reopening StandardizedCanistersto
meet transportationrequirements
" Avoid the risks, radiologicalwastes and personnel
exposure associatedwith obtainingadditionalfuelspecific data
" Avoid destructive tests and associateddisruptionof
the fuel and cladding
* Simplify analyses and resulting controls
W
,

'
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Summary
StandardizedCanistersprovide the ability to
safely handle DOE-EM SNF and provide
containmentunder handling and
transportationaccidentconditions
- Designed to ASME Section III
- Analysis
- Proof testing
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ProposedTopical Report
" Provide documentation and basis for
concluding that StandardizedCanister
boundary is sufficient to maintain
moderatorexclusion.
" Provide information and safety bases
needed by transportationcask vendors
seeking a C of C.
" Will follow the format prescribedby
Regulatory Guide 7.9.
2
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Tentative Outline
1. General Information
2. Structural Evaluation
3. Thermal Evaluation
4. Containment
5. Shielding Evaluation
6. Criticality Evaluation
7. Package Operations
8. Acceptance Tests and Maintenance
Program
3

ProposedPlan and Schedule
* Establish robustness of StandardizedCanister
- Initialreport will address aluminum fuels in type 1A basket.
- The report may be supplemented with analyses to support
the inclusion of other fuel types.
"

ProposedSchedule
- Internaldraft report - October 2006
- Submittal to NRC - January2007

* Path forward for NRC interactionand submittal......
- Meetings on structural analysis, criticality,and draft report
- NRC feedback on technical issues and content of Topical
Report
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